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Ireally am surprised by those who are anxiously wait-
ing or hoping to hear news of a world war, imagining
war is a football match or a fiction movie, so that

everyone can enjoy the maximum thrill and suspense and
then go back home happily and safely! But they do not
know that they will be part of the killing, displacement
and destruction, and that they may no longer have a roof
over their heads. 

Unfortunately, there are those who are promoting the
idea of a new war as a feasible notion without consider-
ing the expected losses. Sadly, some such voices have
arisen from this region, where security should be the one
and only goal for all of us expats and citizens.

We in the Middle East are a heated area full of com-
plexity, because even without a war, we are a region
plagued by conflicts, let alone a war with death and fight-
ing machines. I think the closest example of this is the
assassination of Iranian Major General Qasem Soleimani
that sparked a sectarian rift in region. It looks now that
this issue has calmed down a little, but the tension will
drive more disputes.

I am opposed to any idea that promotes war in the
world and the region here. We are living in an unstable
situation globally, but at least we are safe in the Gulf
region, despite the threats surrounding us, especially in
neighboring countries that have unstable security situa-
tions. So why should we immerse ourselves in a war that
we will not get out of safely?! 

I believe that maintaining the security of the Gulf
region and specifically Kuwait and our internal security
should not be a negotiable matter. War in the region may
seem like a quagmire that serves someone’s interest. But,
it would put our core security at stake, because it would
make us less secure, not more secure.

We always need measures that show the importance
of keeping calm and non-escalation in order to preserve
the security and safety of the Gulf, because it is not a
regional matter but an international one due to the oil
and marine corridors that control global trade movement.
The Gulf region is one of the most important maritime
regions in the world, as it is a center for the export of oil
to most countries of the world, which makes maritime
security very important for all countries.

Another example is the final agreement mutually
approved between Saudi Arabia and Kuwait recently
regarding the resumption of oil production in shared oil-
fields, which enhances oil production of the two countries
by about 500,000 barrels per day. It is a great move to
confirm that we are in a strong stage of bilateral relations,
because the return of production will directly impact oil
revenues and will benefit the economies of both coun-
tries. This agreement had a positive impact - not only
economic, but also social and political, which is important
in these times. There is no doubt that we need to maintain
regional and internal security and reject any sectarian
statements to safeguard our society and country. 
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KUWAIT: A falcon performs during a hunting competition at the Sabah Al-Ahmad heritage village, about 140kms northwest of Kuwait City on Friday. — Photos by Yasser Al-Zayyat

NEW YORK: Kuwait affirmed that the United Nations
charter constituted “the first line of defense for small
countries,” noting that the 1991 liberation of Kuwait was an
example how efforts could be coordinated for such an
achievement. The Kuwaiti stance was demonstrated at a
United Nations Security Council session-addressed by the
State of Kuwait Permanent Representative to the UN,
Ambassador Mansour Al-Otaibi. On basis of UNSC reso-
lutions designed to support law sovereignty, justice and
equality, the liberation of Kuwait was accomplished, thus it
was a successful and historic example regarding the
UNSC capability to end the aggression, Ambassador
Otaibi stated.

On current conditions in the Gulf, he indicated that all
stakeholders were deeply concerned about security and
stability of the region “and we share the United Nations
Secretary General in his recurring calls for de-escalation
in the area and urge for maximum restraint and wisdom for
sake of political tackling that may spare the region more
escalation and hazards.”

“Seventy-five years after formation of the UN, its char-
ter remains a constitution for multi-lateral international
action and a clear international law that regulates relations
among states and places action measures to deal with
threats against international peace and security in a col-
lective and effective fashion,” Ambassador Otaibi said.
“The UN charter concerning us during our membership in
the Security Council was the compass according to which
we dealt with issues enlisted in its agenda and we were
convinced that the Security Council could be more effec-
tive in tackling challenges raging in our world today.”

Otaibi called for activating “the tools enshrined in the
charter” to settle strife peacefully, through negotiation,
mediation and arbitration. Preventive measures should be
of great concern for the Security Council for sake of
averting break-out of strife by dealing with crises in the
early stages, he said, also expressing confidence that
regional organizations, and others, could also contribute
to safeguarding international, regional peace and securi-
ty, according to the UN Chapter eight. He called for
greater cooperation between the UNSC and regional
organizations.

“We have through our UNSC membership presented a
presidential statement for cooperation between the United
Nations and the Arab League and we hope to follow up on
implementing content of the statement in the future,” he
said. Otaibi noted that divergent stances among the coun-
cil member states have often obstructed tackling crises,
underscoring necessity of unity among them so that the
council could be able to shoulder responsibilities as stipu-
lated in the charter. — KUNA
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NEW YORK: Kuwait’s Permanent Representative to UN
Ambassador Mansour Al-Otaibi speaks during the
session. — KUNA


